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News from the President 
From Rob, KV8P 

 
I hope the holidays were great for everyone and nobody drank too much eggnog (or got stuck under a missile 

toe that they didnôt want to be under.  Haha) My daughter definitely enjoyed her yearly chat with Santa on the 

75-meter Santa Net before Christmas and the visits with family and friends over the holidays were great!  

  

If you missed the TMRA Holiday Party, you definitely missed a terrific time.  It is always fantastic to see so 

many spouses and family members at the party each year as well!  The food was plentiful as well (although we 

all probably should have brought more people to eat, there was so much food!)  Big thanks to Tom, KD8WCD, 

for chairing the party and doing such a great job with it and to all that helped setup!  Also, big thanks to Bruce, 

AA8HS, for providing some wonderful music for the evening.  Did you all know he could do that?  Bruce, can 

we talk you into that every year?    

  

In the January QST, Steve, W8TER, had yet another article published!  Steveôs article, highlighting LCARES 

Participation with a new go-kit option, is a great example of how our members continue to add value beyond 

our meetings and our local footprint.  Congrats to Steve on a nicely written article and a great idea!  

  

2018 was a big year for TMRA.  Raising 5 new commercial grade repeater antennas, all before snow set in and 

without any incidents, was no small task at all. Not only did we get the job done, we did it well and with time to 

spare.  We even had time for some learning along the way and we shared the work-load quite well!  

  

We collectively took on a ton this past year and had a terrific time every step along the way.  TMRA added 

some new events, had some great speakers, presentations, builds and training sessions this past year and we 

truly are sharing the leadership and organization roles for our events, which really does make a difference!  It is 

sometimes easy to forget just how much all of these individual contributions add up and really do 

matter!  However, when you look at everything done in 2018, you know how important each one of our 

members and contributions truly is. Thanks to you all!   In 2018, I also personally witnessed many relatively 

new hams becoming true mentors and elmers themselves.  It is so rewarding to watch that happen while 

building on these great friendships along the way! 

  

Iôm really looking forward to a terrific 2019 for TMRA!   There are some great things already in the works (stay 

tuned) as we begin rolling into 2019.  I already see several upcoming initiatives progressing which should 

eventually add a lot of value to the Amateur Radio Community along the way as well! Also, continue to watch 

for our notifications on upcoming Winter Field Day (January 26th).  Weôve been informed that the Maumee 

Library is NOT available this year, so we are considering other locations.  Watch for updates.  

  

Until next month! 

73,  

  

kv8p@kv8p.com 

  

TMRA Amateur Radio Beacon 
January 2019 

 

mailto:kv8p@kv8p.com
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TMRA Christmas Party  
 

Here are some photos from the December Christmas Party courtesy of Brad, WB8RG and Bruce, AA8HS. 
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Donôt Forget the TMRA Hamfest on March 17, 2019! 
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ARES News 

Congratulations to the new ARES Emergency Coordinator, Tim Gray, 

KD8IZU. His contact information is boxcar@toast.net. 

The next Lucas County ARES monthly meeting will be held Saturday 

January 26. The meeting location is at St Luke's Hospital in the basement 

Private Dining Room near the cafeteria. The meeting starts at 9:00am. 

Please tune into the Lucas County ARES in Brief Net, Sunday nights on the 

147.270 repeater at 7:30pm for the latest information. 

January General Meeting Program 
From Rob, KV8P, President 

 

The Jan 9th TMRA meeting Presentation at 7:00 pm will be by Paul English (NETCOM G3/5 CUOPS ATSO 

HF/LMR) with Army MARS (Military Auxiliary Radio System).  The Army MARS program is a civilian 

auxiliary consisting primarily of licensed amateur radio operators who are interested in assisting the military 

with communications on a local, national, and international basis as an adjunct to normal communications.   

 

Winter Field Day 
 

Donôt forget that Winter Field Day will be January 26, 2019. Set up will begin in the morning to be ready to 

operate by 2:00 pm. At the time for publishing the newsletter, the site for Winter Field Day had not been set. 

Check the TMRA website for the latest information. Photos are from January, 2018. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Technician License Classes, VE Testing, and CW Classes 
From Steve, KC8TVW 

Congratulations to the hams who attended the December 8 VE session. New Technician Class licenses: Adrian, 

KE8LCS; Carolyn, KE8LCR; Timothy, KE8LCQ. New General Class licenses: Jason, KE8KXS; David, 

KE8IJR. 

For information about the Technician License Class, VE testing or CW practice contact Steve, KC8TVW.  

Phone: 419-467-3734 or email: kc8tvw@arrl.net. 

mailto:boxcar@toast.net
mailto:kc8tvw@arrl.net
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Mobile Fox Hunts 
From Ron, N8RLH 

 

Mobile Fox Hunts are cancelled until Spring. For more information, contact Ron, N8RLH at n8rlh@arrl.net.  

 

For FT8 Users 
From Rob, KV8P, President 

 

FT8 Users, listen up: 

 

The next couple months will be a tough transition time for FT8 digital mode users as users are being asked to 

make the switch from version 1.91 to 2.0.  (And you will have to in order to keep up)  

 

The important thing to keep in mind is that the two are not compatible and might just as well be a different 

mode all-together (in some ways).  Once you make the switch you can no longer decode stations that are 

transmitting using the old version 1.91 software. (This is the big "gotcha") 

 

Old version 1.91 users are everywhere right now, while the new version 2.0 users are minimal but are typically 

above 2000 on the waterfall.  If you are running the old version and can't get a reply from someone, that is 

likely why.  If you are running a 2.0 version and aren't getting many good decodes, that is why. 

 

Hopefully that helps a few people avoid unnecessary troubleshooting time! 

 

TMRA Technical Committee Repeater Updates 
From Rob, KV8P, President 

 

147.270 FM Repeater Update:  The holidays brought us a few new surprises at our UT campus repeater site 

location.  The day after Christmas, during a routine site maintenance visit, the 147.27 repeater power supply 

failed and we also found that one of the ports on our club repeater controller also failed.  We believe these were 

likely remnants of some of the construction done onsite last year, but it is hard to tell.  Therefore, we are on a 

temporary backup repeater (down to 20 watts transmit from Motorola's 100 at the moment) at the site until we 

can get the Motorola power supply issue and the replacement controller board resolved/replaced. As such, you 

will notice for the short term that the courtesy tones are different (to eliminate need for re-programming) and 

the 250.3pl receive on the east side is temporarily disabled. All users will need to use the main 103.5 pl for the 

time being.  Everything else is working normally (other than some refining of the squelch settings and 

continued work to completely eliminate a few known noise sources on the site, which are still ongoing). We are 

hoping to have the remote receiver (250.3pl) back online in the next couple weeks upon install of the 

replacement controller board.  The work with the repeater controller has delayed our implementation of 

Echolink on 442.850 a bit (just until we get the repeaters situated correctly). 

 

224.14 FM Repeater Range Upgrade/Update: Over the holidays we were able to make some significant 

improvements to the 224.14 repeater receive range. The repeater is now MUCH more sensitive than it was and 

is much easier for users to get into.  All users should now experience some increased range.  (I was able to get 

in for a conversation on my HT from my Kitchen, out toward the airport, so the range looks to rival the 442.850 

range for me now) 

 

53.110 FM Repeater Update:  The 6m repeater has been clear of any interference issues for the last month (or 

so) and has been left on/active for all to use.  Enjoy! 

mailto:n8rlh@arrl.net
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146.835 (C4FM/Wires-x/Fusion) - There has been some discussion of possibly putting this repeater back in 

full -time C4FM digital Wires-X mode.  Any FM users that this would disrupt?  (Please let us know.)  This 

repeater seems to be working quite well and hasn't had much for issues.  Don't be shy about moving it from 

room to room and putting it where you want it for individual nets or conversation.  It's there for you! 

442.750 (D-Star) - In case you noticed some connection/connecting issues recently, we did have an internet 

connection "hiccup" on D-Star in Mid-December that seemed to go unreported for quite a long time.  It was 

easy to resolve and has been reset, once reported.  It should now be working well again.  Please let us know 

if/when you experience issues so we can get them corrected ASAP.  Big thanks to those that mentioned the 

issue and to Art, K8KG, for passing the info along!    

Also, big thanks to both Rich, KQ6EF, and Chrissy, KC8UFV, for all the help over the holidays and with our 

current projects!  They have both donated quite a bit of time to these technical issues and projects.  Also, thanks 

to others that offered along the way as well.   

We try to send out any status changes rather quickly.  Look for quick updates on any/all repeater issues and 

changes via the TMRA group email, Facebook and on-air repeater recordings.   

Happy New Year!     

 

The Health Risks of Amateur Radio 
Bruce Hammond AA8HS, Assistant Editor 

 

From the title of this article, you might think that I am going to discuss radiation risk from transmitters. You 

might also think that I am going to talk about the danger that your spouse will inflict bodily harm on you if you 

buy a new, expensive radio. This article is about a serious issue that I have never seen discussed in ham radio 

journals. Amateur radio is such a fantastic hobby because there are so many exciting things that can catch your 

interest. There are so many bands that we can choose, and we just received two new bands (630 and 2200 

meters) within the past eighteen months. We have new digital modes such as JS8 and many new forms of 

technology that we can explore. When I look at pictures of the shacks of hams on QRZ, it is obvious that many 

of them have spent large amounts of time, money, and effort to accumulate equipment and multiple monitors so 

that they can locate the latest dx spot, contest, or rag chew. This is a hobby that keeps us home and often keeps 

us in the shack for many hours at a time.  

But there is a downside. Besides the back pain and stiffness that we may experience from too many hours at a 

desk in the shack, recent medical studies have shown how prolonged periods of sitting is associated with several 

serious health risks. Leading a sedentary (Latin for sitting) lifestyle, lacking in physical activity, has long been 

recognized as a serious risk factor for developing heart disease The list of health risks includes increased blood 

pressure; increased blood sugar; excess body fat, particularly around the waist; and abnormal cholesterol levels. 

There are also links between excessive sitting and an increased risk of death from heart disease and cancer (1).  

Medical experts use the term ñincreased mortalityò which basically means dying at an earlier age than what 

would be anticipated. A Cleveland Clinic study showed that the risks of prolonged sitting can be worse than 

those attributed to smoking cigarettes. (2) This is a similar situation to being a ñcouch potatoò or developing 

ñcomputer butt.ò Obesity carries with it the risk of developing type 2 diabetes with all its complications, 

including decreased hearing and blindness, which would lessen your ability to enjoy this hobby. More than 100 

million Americans have diabetes or prediabetes. (3) 

David, N4EF, is a Doctor of Optometry and is the only ham that has approached this topic online. In his 

practice, he sees the consequences of diabetes: ñdiabetic eye disease (diabetic retinopathy) which is the number 

one cause of new cases of blindness in adults from 20 to 74 years of ageé. Our bodies were meant to move; 

sedentary activities (such as rag chewing and contesting for hours) contribute to cardiovascular disease and 

diabetes.ò (4) If you already have diabetes, this information may be of interest to you. 
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Leading a sedentary lifestyle and not getting regular exercise, has long been recognized as a serious risk factor 

for developing heart disease and other life-threatening problems. Fortunately, there are several practical 

suggestions that can decrease your health risks from this hobby.  Some of these are just common sense: know 

that your prolonged time in the shack can cause your serious health problems and shorten your life. You should 

consult your health professional to determine an exercise program that is appropriate for you and will help 

counteract the effects of long periods of sitting. During rag chews, hams often ID regularly every ten minutes. 

Why not excuse yourself after the second ID break to walk around or inside the house, let the dog out, or some 

other activity?  

Linus Torvalds, the founder of Linux, walked on a treadmill, and still may use a one while doing his computer 

tasks.  Some hams, including N4EF, have managed to slow walk on the treadmill while communicating on CW. 

This may not be practical, but you can try to keep your body in motion while you are talking on the radio or lift 

a ten-pound weight in the hand that is not using the microphone. Change your position at the desk frequently or, 

better yet, stand while operating. You can fidget or try to keep yourself in some sort of motion while operating. 

There are also several software aids for Windows, Mac, and Linux that will alert you when it is time to take a 

break. (5) By ñbreak,ò I mean getting up and doing something that uses your bodyôs muscles. There are also 

many fitness trackers that can help you keep track of your activity level and motivate you to become more 

active.  Some of these devices encourage you to put in a certain number of steps per day and allow you to track 

your progress in becoming more physically active. (6) 

The other issue we need to consider is the kind of snacks that you eat when in the shack. High carb processed 

foods such as chips provide calories but not many vitamins or minerals that you need. Fruits such as grapefruit, 

pineapple, blueberries, apples, and oranges can provide vitamins and other health benefits (7). Veggies such as 

carrots, cauliflower, celery (or ants on a log), popcorn or nuts are good choices while working in the shack or at 

the computer (8).  

 Balancing physical activity and with other aspects of you daily living will pay off in the long term and enable 

you to enjoy this hobby for many years to come.  

Notes: 

1. https://medlineplus.gov/healthrisksofaninactivelifestyle.html 

2. https://www.longevitylive.com/anti-aging-beauty/anti-aging-health-studies/study-sedentary-lifestyle/ 

3. https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2017/p0718-diabetes-report.html 

4. E-mail from N4EF Nov. 18, 2018. 

5. https://www.techrepublic.com/blog/five-apps/five-free-apps-to-help-remind-you-to-take-a-break/ 

6. https://www.techradar.com/news/wearables/10-best-fi tness-trackers-1277905 

7. https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/20-healthiest-fruits 

8. https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/14-healthiest-vegetables-on-earth 

 

  

https://medlineplus.gov/healthrisksofaninactivelifestyle.html
https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2017/p0718-diabetes-report.html
https://www.techrepublic.com/blog/five-apps/five-free-apps-to-help-remind-you-to-take-a-break/
https://www.techradar.com/news/wearables/10-best-fitness-trackers-1277905
https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/20-healthiest-fruits
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TMRA Member Profile: Jerry OôReilly, W8JOR 
By Glenn, W8MUK, Editor  

 

Jerryôs story is intertwined with the story of The Heath Company so, bear with me, 

and Iôll get to Jerry in a moment. I have to talk a little about The Heath Company 

first. 

 
If you grew up in ham radio in the 1950s, 60s, or 70s, you probably heard of The 

Heath Company in Benton Harbor, Michigan. For most of us, it was just ñHeathkitò 

and thatôs what Iôll call it -- and the operative word was ñkitò.  Heathkit, founded in 

1926, produced complete kits for ham radio gear, stereo equipment, automotive test 

equipment and other applications beginning around 1950. These kits included a 

completely painted and labeled case with all necessary holes already in place, 

resistors, capacitors, switches, coils, transformers, tubes and sockets, insulators, 

knobs, wire, hardware ï all that you needed for a complete, professional looking 

piece of equipment.  

 

And just as important as all these pieces-parts, were the excellent, step-by-step instructions for the proper 

assembly of the item. If you didnôt know what a soldering lug was, or if you couldnôt tell a diode from a 

ceramic capacitor, there was a pictorial drawing to help you. If you didnôt know the color code; there was a 

chart with instructions on how to read the value of resistors and capacitors. Was soldering a mystery to you? 

There was a tutorial for that, too. Many hams got their start in the hobby by putting Heathkit gear together.  

 

You might have thought this gear, discontinued long 

ago, has become lost to us. Well, you would be 

wrong. Many pieces of gear are still used and are 

perfectly functional ï a testament to the quality of the 

design and assembly. Two particular items, the SB-

200 and SB-220, are workhorse amplifiers still 

widely used today. I have a SB-200 myself, and no, 

itôs not for sale! 

 

There is another reason why Heathkit gear is not lost 

to us. There are many collectors of this equipment, 

both assembled and in kit form. One of the biggest 

collectors of Heathkit gear in the world lives in 

Toledo, Ohio. Jerry, W8JOR, has a huge collection 

of over 4000 Heathkit items at his business, The 

Radio Shop, near downtown Toledo. 

 

Jerry got his start in ham radio in 1956 putting Heathkit gear together. He was in good company: entertainers, 

movie actors, senators, and many of you also bought and assembled Heathkit gear. As a young man, Jerry also 

worked repairing radios and televisions. As a soldier in Vietnam, he repaired radios needed on the battlefield. 

For 54 years he has worked in radio and electronics of all types, eventually starting his own radio store which is 

still in operation. Repairing, rebuilding, and programming radios just comes naturally to him. 

 

Jerry, W8JOR  

A small part of Jerryôs Heathkit collection 
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With a welcoming smile, he delights in showing visitors around his collection and can explain the function of 

every item. If Heathkit made it, Jerry has got it. Many 

of the Heathkit items in his collection Jerry built 

himself; others he acquired over the years. Many 

pieces of gear have been featured in publications for 

Heathkit collectors.  

 

If you like old radios and equipment in general, Jerry 

has an impressive collection of those, too. Collins, 

National, Hammerlund, Hallicrafters, Johnson, Icom, 

Kenwood, Gonset, Eico, Monitor Radio, and many 

other brands of ham and CB gear. He has back issues 

of QST from 1921 and SAMS Photofact guides from 

who-knows-when. Add to that stereo equipment, electronic and automotive test equipment, and electronic 

components of a wide variety. He even has a collection of antique, floor-model, console radios with receiver 

sensitivity and deep-base sound that is still prized today. 

 

Jerry is a TMRA member and you will often see him at the general club meetings. He generously makes space 

available at his shop to a group of hams studying for their Amateur Extra License. Others just drop by during 

the day to talk about ham radio: whatôs new and how the old-timers did it. Take a moment to say hi and heôll 

invite you to see his Heathkit collection and talk about 

what radio in Toledo is now and what it was like fifty 

years ago. 

 

Jerry, like many others of his generation, is a connection 

to the past of ham radio. We ought to value them and 

utilize their knowledge as long as we can. 

 

All photos courtesy of W8MUK, Editor 

 

 

 

Dales Tales 
Dale Williams, WA8EFK, Director, Great Lakes Division 

 

Greetings, welcome to "Dale's Tales" for January 2019. 

 

Best wishes for a happy and safe New Year.  As we move into 2019 let me offer my thanks to all of you in the 

Great Lakes Division for your outstanding service to amateur radio.  As I have been fortunate to travel around 

the division to meet with you at club meetings and hamfests, I am always pleased to discuss your ideas and 

suggestions for improvements to our great hobby.  Thank you for those contributions. I frequently find it a 

humbling experience.  To those who hold elected and appointed positions in our Field Organization: you gals 

and guys are the movers and shakers that make this all work - a thousand thanks to you all.  Everybody - keep 

your creative juices flowing in 2019.  

 

  

Jerry with more of his Heathkit collection. 

Some of Jerryôs other ham radios 
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A MESSAGE FROM Bart, W9JJ: 

To: ARRL Contest Clubs 

Re: RTTY Roundup and more update 

 

... follows are a couple updates for contest clubs. 

 

- FT8 and the ARRL RTTY Roundup (http://www.arrl.org/rtty-roundup) is just a couple weeks away (January 

5-6, 2019).  This is an event, since its announcement in November 1988 QST, that not only promotes RTTY, 

but in this new event it also promoted using all digital modes that existed at that time, and those that would 

follow.  As we enter 2019, now some 30 years later, our newest popular mainstream digital mode (FT8) is 

poised to bring activity to new levels.  In January 2019 QST (p.72-73), Joe Taylor, K1JT, presented an article as 

a how-to for ARRL RTTY Roundup (now with and FT8) to assist participants.  As your club members head 

into the holidays, here's a link to that article that they may review as they prepare for the event (see 

http://www.arrl.org/files/file/ContestResults/2019/January%202019%20QST%20-%20Taylor%20-

%20FT8.pdf). 

 

- National Contest Journal (NCJ) and New Contester Learning / Training Tools:  Per the email below, NCJ is 

asking clubs to talk-up the myriad of tools available to the contest community, and to discuss and share with 

NCJ what additional learning content may be of interest to your clubs and members.  See the email that 

follows.  Be sure to provide any thoughts/suggestions/follow up to NCJ Editor Scott Wright, K0MD, at 

drscott.wright@gmail.com   

 

Wishing you, your club and its members warmest wishes for the holidays! 

 

Bart Jahnke, W9JJ 

Contest Branch Manager 

ARRL - The national association for Amateur RadioÊ 

 

SCOTT, K0MD's, EMAIL TO W9JJ: 

 

From: Scott Wright [mailto:drscott.wright@gmail.com]  

Sent: Monday, December 17, 2018 4:29 PM 

To: Jahnke, Bart, W9JJ 

Subject: Request to send to contest clubs via your reflector 

 

Bart 

 

The NCJ is asking major North American contest clubs to consider expanding the learning and training tools 

available to help new and mid-skill level contesters learn and raise their skills to the next level.  

 

In 2007, the NCCC published a video series on So2r which I personally found very helpful. They are going to 

re-post it to their website so all of us can learn from the series.  Contest University also posts its 

lectures to the web and the power point slides - both extremely helpful to new and mid-skill level contesters.   

 

We would like contest clubs to discuss with their members the need to develop additional video based and 

power point-based training tools on the following topics:  

 

1. How to do the Sprint contest - CW and/or RTTY  

2. How to set up and be a Mobile rover in state QSP. 

3. Optimization of SO2R techniques in SSB/CW/RTTY contesting  

http://www.arrl.org/rtty-roundup
http://www.arrl.org/files/file/ContestResults/2019/January%202019%20QST%20-%20Taylor%20-%20FT8.pdf
http://www.arrl.org/files/file/ContestResults/2019/January%202019%20QST%20-%20Taylor%20-%20FT8.pdf
mailto:drscott.wright@gmail.com
mailto:drscott.wright@gmail.com



